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“When health is absent wisdom cannot reveal itself, art cannot become manifest, strength cannot be exerted, wealth is useless, & reason is powerless”

Herophilies - 300 B.C.
"The primary purpose of commercially funded clinical research is to maximize financial return on investment, not health."

John Abramson
Harvard Medical School
“All of the Nations were Deceived by Pharmakeia” Rev. 18:23

Origin - Ancient Greece

Pharmaceia
Evil Spirit Protector of a Poison Spring
Special Edition of The Economist titled: The World in 2019 issued Jan. of 2018 (23 months before the “Pandemic”) portrays, in inverse order, the 4 horseman of Revelation chapter 6. The red horse rider who takes peace from the earth wears:

- Surgical Mask with Holes
- Black Blindfold &
- Corona Crown
ECONOMIST COVER ART - MEANING

The Economist (world's leading economic journal, published weekly, with 35 million readers on social media) uses backward writing on this cover (commonly found in occultic Luciferian worship circles). The Special Edition editors chose the Red horse & rider, to symbolize the worldwide “Pandemic,” in which peace was taken from the hearts & lives of billions.

i. The Rider’s Surgical Mask over both his mouth & nose has visible holes to make a mockery of fearful mask wearers, who gullibly think they’re blocking microbes, when they’re not. Instead natural immunity is weakened, making one more susceptible to disease.

ii. The Rider wears a black Blindfold, depicting public blindness.

iii. Lastly the Rider wears a “CORONA” style Crown, indeed a Crowning Deception. (In Rev. 6, this Rider wears no Crown.)
How could manufacturers in dozens of countries sell in mass volume testing kits generating multiple Billions of dollars in sales for an unnamed disease, which has never existed in human history? How could they possibly know that beginning in Dec. of 2019 an infectious disease Pandemic would impact virtually all countries & that in Feb. of 2020 it would be named “COVID-19” by the WHO. Such prescience is Absolutely Impossible. Irrefutable PROOF of these export sales is on next slide.
COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus (902780) exports by country in 2018

Additional Product information: Instruments used in clinical laboratories for In Vitro Diagnosis. Colorimetric and tidal CO2 detector, sizes compatible with child and adult endotracheal tube. Single use.

Category: COVID-19 Test kits/ Instruments, apparatus used in Diagnostic Testing

In 2018, Top exporters of COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus are European Union ($2,885,820.49K), United States ($2,474,886.39K, 3,008,040 item), Germany ($2,282,319.47K), Japan ($1,292,937.58K), Singapore ($1,125,969.91K, 62,765,200 item).

COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus imports by country in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Export</th>
<th>902780</th>
<th>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>World</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>World</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>902780</td>
<td>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>2,885,820.49</td>
<td>3,008,040</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>902780</td>
<td>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>2,474,886.39</td>
<td>3,008,040</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>902780</td>
<td>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>2,282,319.47</td>
<td>62,765,200</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>902780</td>
<td>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>1,292,937.58</td>
<td>62,765,200</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>902780</td>
<td>COVID-19 Diagnostic Test instruments and apparatus</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>1,125,969.91</td>
<td>31,420,400</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://archive.is/tWO9A UN COMTRADE & UNCTAD TRAINS Data Base (World Bank Platform)
SARS-CoV-2 Occult Initiation Ritual

Planned Years in Advance by NWO Elite Luciferians?

- Ritual: Lockdown & Quarantine (Isolation & Fear)
- Ritual: Hand-Washing (Symbolic of Rejecting Christ)
- Ritual: Mask-Wearing (Silent Submission, Dehumanization, & Alternate Persona)

These Ritual’s Symbolize Eradication of Personal Freedoms, replaced with a new “Normal” of Submission to Authoritarian Coercion & Control.

https://thefreedomarticles.com/exposing-the-occult-corona-initiation-ritual/
Dr. Anthony Fauci in a speech titled Pandemic Preparedness in the Next Administration, just days before Trump’s Jan. 29, 2017 inauguration, predicted that a “surprise outbreak” would occur during the Trump Administration, & affirming the need to better prepare for a pandemic. He further predicted: “There is no question [but] that there will be a challenge to the coming administration in the arena of infectious diseases”.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-warned-of-trump-pandemic-2017_n_5e8a0648c5b6e7d6e7d76c65c8a4
According to Belarus President Aleksander Lukashenko, in June (2020) the World Bank confirmed its willingness to fund Belarus with ten times more than it initially offered. New offer? He states: “$940 million in so-called rapid financing....[however] We hear the demands... to model our coronavirus response on that of Italy [a total lockdown]... Meanwhile, the IMF continues to demand from us quarantine measures, isolation, a curfew. This is nonsense…” He turned down the bribe, and then publically disclosed the details. It makes you wonder, how many other nations, were pressured to lock down, & accepted the World Bank’s high stakes bribery?

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/07/world-bank-offered-belarus-940-million-coronavirus-loan-locked-destroyed-economy/?ff_source=Twitter&ff_campaign=websitesharingbuttons&fbclid=IwAR1c_e8MAkikn8kH2WZSoXYyMF7L9mApgA0_zVk9bui0_uUU9lBBvegEvQs
IMPACT OF LOCKDOWNS & CLOSURES

i. School & Univ. Closures in U.S. & 164 nations, over 1.5 billion students affected

ii. Notable increases in Domestic Violence Reported in U.S. & Worldwide

iii. Anxiety Hotline calls Increase up to 1000%

iv. Child Physical & Sexual Abuse accelerated

v. Major Increases in Alcohol Usage & Alcoholism

vi. Suicide Hotline Calls up 600% with Major Increases in Suicides

vii. Financial Distress with over 100,000 Small Businesses in the U.S. Permanently Closed

viii. As of July 1, in U.S. 14.7M less Jobs, & 17M Unemployed.
Sept. 1, 2020 Wall Street Journal article entitled *Failed Experiment of Covid Lockdowns* finds that: “Lockdowns correlated with a greater spread of the virus.... The five places with the harshest lockdowns - Wash. DC, New York, Michigan, New Jersey & Massachusetts, had the heaviest caseload.... [So] lockdowns probably didn’t help, & opening up didn’t hurt. This defies common sense. In theory, the spread of an infectious disease ought to be controllable by quarantine. Evidently not in practice....”

ANXIETY, FEAR & PANIC SYMPTOMS

- Nausea
- Tension Headaches
- Diarrhea
- Insomnia
- Dependence on Sedatives
- Shortness of Breath & Hyperventilation
- Chest Pain & Sensation of “Stopping Heart”,
- Weakness (Arms, Legs, & Whole Body)
- Stomach Cramps, Indigestion & Gastrointestinal upsets
- Depressive States with Longing, Hopelessness, & Self-Pity

https://infear.org/panic_attacks_en?gclid=Cj0KCQjwvlT5BRCgARIsAAwwD-RehOls3m9U7FFIMJE0nANC1r8uUQNWxHn2hLWosSs29e6SzMDii4caAvcqEALw_wCB
STUDY: LOCKDOWNS 10 TIMES MORE DEADLY THAN PANDEMIC

184,000 COVID-19 deaths claimed for U.S. (CDC now admits only 6% or 11,000 deaths occurred in people with no serious health conditions such as cancer, heart disease, kidney disease, stroke, etc.)

Even if U.S. lockdowns saved as many as 500,000 lives, this is far outweighed by life-years lost. Employing more valid empirical estimates of life-years lost, covering all age groups, new research shows an estimated 18.7 million life-years will be lost in the U.S. due to the lockdowns.

VENTILATORS WORSEN DEATH RATE BY 400%

Northwell Health is New York State's largest hospital health care system. It’s “COVID-19 Research Consortium” reported in April of 2020 that among 2,634 advanced cases for whom outcomes were known, the overall death rate was 21%, but when their patients were put on ventilators the death rate rose to 88%. This posed a virtually immediate increase in the death rate by just over 400%.

The Case Against Masks

Ten Reasons Why Mask Use Should Be Limited

Dr. Judy A. Mikovits and Kent Heckenlively, JD
Masks for What?

Decreases Oxygen intake (Hypoxia), increases Carbon Dioxide build-up (Hypercapnia) & Toxin Re-entry into the Body, creating Stress & Cortisol, Shutting Down vital Immune processes.

The Material Weave in Masks compared to Viral particles has approximate equivalence of a Chain Link Fence to Mosquitos.

Peer Reviewed Research has never been carried out on the use of Masks in Social Environments to Control, Prevent or Eliminate the Spread of any Disease.

In mid-June, 2020 the "LA County Dept. of Children & Family Services (DCFS) recommended that the court remove [a] child from their physical custody after the parent tested positive for COVID-19. This is a non-offending parent. The judge ruled in favor of DCFS & detained."

The State stole a child from his/her parents because a COVID-positive result on a deeply flawed test! Can anyone spell TYRANNY? As Michael Ryan at the WHO stated “Now we need to go & look in families to find those people who may be sick & remove them & isolate them....”

THE PLANNED NEW “NORMAL”

Emerging Control Architecture
As People Obey in Fear

✓ Testing
✓ Screening
✓ Contact Tracing
✓ Monitoring
✓ Surveillance

✓ Quarantine & Isolation
✓ Mask-Wearing
✓ Anti-Social Distancing
✓ Mandatory Vaccination
✓ Micro-Chipping to Come
Figures from WorldOMeter show that children aged 0-17 years represent 0.02-0.06% of worldwide COVID deaths, i.e. essentially zero.

Yet School Administrators are to Implement

- Wearing of Cloth Masks
- One-Way Routes in Hallways
- Social Distancing – e.g. Desks 6 Feet Apart
- Tape Sidewalks & Walls to Keep Kids 6 ft. Apart
- School Buses 1 Child per Seat with Skipped Rows
CDC SCHOOL OPENING GUIDELINES (Cont.)

✧ Cohorting – Same Students & Staff (daily)
✧ No Communal Shared Spaces (Cafeterias & Playgrounds)
✧ No Field Trips, or School Visitors
✧ No Sharing of Toys, Games, & Learning Aids
✧ Clean & Disinfect Surfaces Frequently
✧ Partitions Between Sinks in Bathrooms &
✧ Develop Case Tracing Plans for Positive Cases
Estimation of Individual Probabilities of COVID-19 Infection, Hospitalization, and Death From A County-level Contact of Unknown infection Status

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.06.20124446v2

View ORCID Profile Rajiv Bhatia M.D. Stanford Univ., Jeffrey Klausner M.D. UCLA
doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.06.06.20124446

For a 50 to 64 year-old individual, the median estimate of the county level probability of a hospitalization is 1 in 709,000 person contacts (Range: 177,000 to 10,200,000) and the median estimate of the county level probability of a fatality is 1 in 6,670,000 person contacts (Range 1,680,000 to 97,600,000). Conclusions and Relevance:
The president of the Italian Higher Institute, Silvio Brusaferro, publically stated that medical records indicate: “There may be only two [2] people who died from coronavirus in Italy, who did not present other pathologies.” He acknowledged that the average age of death was over 80 years old & that the majority of them had serious chronic diseases.

The foundation of the SARS-CoV-2 “Pandemic” rests upon a testing procedure called RT-PCR. Its inventor Nobel Laureate Kary Mullis considered it to be useless as diagnostic tool. In his words: “There is a common misimpression that the [RT-PCR] viral-load tests actually count the number of viruses in the blood, [however] these tests cannot detect free, infectious viruses at all, they can only detect proteins...” which are expected or assumed to be, & not always correctly, unique to any given virus.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4172096/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/
The RT-PCR test:

i. Has no RNA from the virus its supposed to test for;
ii. Incapable of identifying or isolating any type of virus;
iii. Doesn't provide RNA sequences of viral pathogens;
iv. Offers no baseline (gold standard) for comparison with patient samples;
v. & Cannot determine an infected from an uninfected sample.

The CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel (07/13/2020) on page 38 concludes:

“Detection of viral RNA may not indicate the presence of infectious virus, or that 2019-nCoV is the causative agent for clinical symptoms... This test cannot rule out diseases caused by other bacterial or viral pathogens ”
CDC Admits It Has No Isolated 2019-nCoV Virus

CDC’s RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel on page 39 concludes: “Since no quantified [measureable] virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available, assays [diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro [laboratory] transcribed full length RNA...”
The instructional insert for varied RT-PCR tests clearly state that they’re not intended for use as a diagnostic test, for example: Altona Diagnostics, & Creative Diagnostics. In the LightMix Modular Assays produced by TIB Molbiol (distributed by Roche) we read: “These assays are not intended for use as an aid in the diagnosis of coronavirus infection.”

https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/
MOST PCR TEST

“POSITIVES” ARE FALSE

This “Pandemic” was clearly Planned years in Advance, built on a Foundation of Phony Testing in which “Positive” results mean virtually nothing. To create a 2\textsuperscript{nd} wave, such Test “positives” are now labeled by Mass Media propaganda as “cases” This to ensure Huge Profits with Risky Drugs & even Riskier Vaccines
RE: Jaafar et al. (2020; https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491) the Portuguese Court of Appeals concluded that: “If a person tests positive by PCR, [when] ...a threshold of 35 cycles or higher is used (as described in most laboratories in Europe & the USA), the likelihood that this person is infected is 3% & the likelihood that the result will be a false positive is 97%.”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t1b01H0Jd4hsMU7V1vy70yr8s3jlBedr/view
## INTENTIONAL FRAUD IN TESTING

45 Testing Labs in Florida reported 0% Negative & 100% Positive RT-PCR Testing for SARS-CoV-2 between March & July 2020. (By setting the test to a sufficiently high amplifications cycle, results are always positive.)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAB24 INC</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL LAB</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANCARE OF FLORIDA, INC</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCH HEALTHCARE SYSTEM MICROBIOLOGY LAB</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENESIS REFERENCE LABORATORIES</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLENNIUM PATHOLOGY</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLENNIUM PATHOLOGY/MICROBIOLOGY LABATORY</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAMC WEST PALM LAB</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
37 U.S. UNIVERSITIES
48,299 NEW “CASES”
TWO HOSPITALIZED & NO DEATHS

“Positive” Test Results
period of Sept. 1 to 22, 2020 – Now Falsely labeled “Cases” in planned Mass Media Propaganda Scheme.

https://threader.app/thread/1308496346454913026
640 European Doctors Establish Extra-Parliamentary Investigative Committee Claim Worldwide Evidence Shows COVID-19 to be a Global Hoax
A high-profile European pathologist & member Advisory Board of the European Society of Pathology (ESP), Dr. Stoian Alexov, reports that he & his colleagues on the European continent, have not found any evidence of any deaths from the novel coronavirus.

He referred to the World Health Organization (WHO) as a “criminal medical organization” for creating fear & chaos worldwide without providing objectively verifiable proof of a Pandemic.
1. No antibodies specific to SARS-CoV-2 have been found by pathologists. Logically, then, doctors are unable to confirm if the virus was ever present in the body.

2. Autopsies conducted in several European countries do not show any evidence that the virus is deadly, i.e. no-one has actually died because of the virus.

3. There is no scientific proof that the RNA sequences [deemed to match that of the novel coronavirus] are causing what is called SARS-CoV-2, so do we know if the disease actually exists?
4. Therefore, there is simply no basis for a vaccine, a serology test, nor an immunity certificate.

5. The WHO is prohibiting virtually all autopsies of people allegedly dying of the disease.

6. People who die allegedly with the disease must be listed as a SARS-CoV-2 death, which is putting immense pressure on pathologists to produce inaccurate work.

7. Pathologists in several countries are now distancing themselves from the WHO guidelines.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-one-has-died-coronavirus/5717668
Four (4) different scientific teams produced the relevant research papers commonly referred to as proving the existence of SARS-CoV-2. Each team - including individual members - were asked for proof of whether the electron-microscopic photos as depicted in their in-vitro experiments showed purified Novel Corona viruses.

Not a single team could answer “yes” to this most basic & important of questions, & no one would say that purification is not an essential step in verifying the existence of a new virus. No proof was given that the origin of the virus genome was viral-like particles, or cellular debris, pure or impure, or particles of any kind. So, the existence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA is based upon faith, & not fact.

https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/
Virus Misconception at Heart of SARS-CoV-2

The fictional horror story of a “killer virus”, is why most people buy into today’s fake Pandemic story. Virologist Stefan Lanka, proved & won in the First Civil Senate of the German Federal Court of Justice (2017) that there’s no valid research proving measles is caused by a virus & that the virus actually exists.

Court appointed virology expert, Andreas Podbielski testified that controlled research & controlled experiments in accord with internationally defined rules & principles of scientific practice have never been done on the courtroom contested issues.

“In June 1954... an unscientific & refutable speculative article was published, according to which the death of tissue in a test tube was considered ... possible evidence for the presence of a virus. The speculation... was then raised to a “scientific fact” & became a dogma which has never been challenged to this date. Since June 1954, the death of tissue & cells in a test tube has been regarded as proof for the existence of a virus.”

“Viral” Particles Non-Pathogenic

“All claims about viruses as pathogens are wrong & are based on... verifiable misinterpretations... All scientists who think they’re working with viruses in laboratories are actually working with typical particles of specific dying tissues or cells... They believe that those tissues & cells are dying because they were infected by a virus. In reality, [they’re] dying because they were starved & poisoned... [by dousing in antibiotics] in the lab... [Experimental evidence shows that] The death of the tissue & cells takes place in the exact same manner when no “infected” genetic material [aka viral material] is added at all.

How Real & Dangerous are Viruses?

Stefan Lanka’s research reveals that no virus has ever “...been isolated according to the meaning of the word isolation, & ...has never been photographed & biochemically characterized as a whole unique structure. The electron micrographs of the alleged viruses show in reality quite normal cellular particles from dying tissues & cells, & most photos show only... computer generated images.”
Lastly, Dr. Lanka explains how the fictional, never: purified, or isolated, or microscopically photographed SARS-CoV-2 “Virus” came into existence:

With only a few mouse clicks… a [computer] program can create any [new] virus by putting together molecules of short parts of nucleic acids from dead tissue & cells with a determined biochemical composition, thus arranging them as desired into a longer genotype which is then declared to be the complete genome of the new virus... Thus, a DNA sequence is invented [for a new virus] which doesn’t exist in reality…

A basic issue addressed experimentally during the 1918 Flu Pandemic was if it’s possible to spread infectious disease from infected to non-infected persons. This pandemic is held by medical historians to have killed millions, & to be the most contagious & widespread infectious disease pandemic in recorded human history. The experiments were conducted at Gallops Harbor (Boston) & Angel Island (San Francisco) with no less than 200 young U.S. military volunteers.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2862332/
“...Volunteers received first one strain & then several strains of Pfeiffer’s bacillus by spray & swab into their noses & throats & then into their eyes. When that procedure failed to produce disease, others were inoculated with mixtures of other organisms isolated from the throats & noses of influenza patients. Next, some volunteers received injections of blood from influenza patients.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2862332/
“Finally, 13 of the [Boston group] volunteers were taken into an influenza ward & exposed to 10 influenza patients each. Each volunteer was to shake hands with each patient, to talk with him at close range, & to permit him to cough directly into his face. None of the volunteers in these experiments developed influenza....” [Replicated by SF Group]

“What was acknowledged to be one of the most contagious of communicable diseases, could not be transferred under experimental conditions.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2862332/
Based upon 68 high quality autopsy studies of over 3,000 “Spanish flu” patients, virtually all pathology experts agreed that the “Pandemic” related deaths were almost never caused by a “flu virus” but resulted directly from “severe... pneumonia caused by well-known bacterial 'pneumo-pathogens’ that colonized the upper respiratory tract.”

Are most “COVID-19” deaths attributable to Pneumonia?

https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2008/08/study-bacterial-pneumonia-was-main-killer-1918-flu-pandemic
Pharmakeia is a Greek word found in original Greek Biblical texts (Gal. 5:20 & Rev.18:23) meaning magic & pharmacy. It is usually translated as “sorcery”, i.e. the mixing & giving of magical potions. When such is prescribed as a medicine or vaccine, it falsely promises to magically absolve & protect us from the harmful results of violating the natural laws which alone can protect, restore & optimize human health.
The “Pandemic” has been a massively orchestrated campaign which has hypnotically terrorized the peoples of Earth into a falsified fear of an invisible killer microbe, with drugs & vaccines touted as the only solution. However, to kill or ward off disease by poisoning the ill with drugs & the healthy with vaccines, is in actuality waging war upon the human constitution. Such dangerous approaches for reversing & preventing human diseases, whether degenerative or infectious, are nothing more than counterfeits. Nature affords an incredibly rich array of far superior, non-disabling healing agencies, including simple non-toxic botanical medicines.
As One Example - Echinacea

No Adverse Effects & No Drug Can Come Close

✧ Anti-Bacterial & Anti-Viral, aiding in prevention & reversal of Pneumonia, Influenza & other infections
✧ Aids in control & normalization of Blood Sugar levels
✧ Antioxidant properties support healthy Cell Growth
✧ Assists in Digestive processes
✧ Lowers High Blood Pressure
✧ Increases number & potency of T lymphocyte (NK cells), reducing Cancer risk & aids in reversal of Cancers
✧ Reduces Inflammation
✧ Helps in reduction of Anxiety
✧ Effective internally & topically as treatment for Venomous Bites of snakes, reptiles & insects

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1193558/
#:~:text=Our%20results%20have%20shown%20that,life%20span%20of%20leukemic%20mice.
Mahatma Gandhi was dismayed & alarmed when speaking of Western medicine’s claims to absolve human beings from giving due respect & obedience to nature’s laws as the means of safeguarding & sustaining their personal health. “I was at one time a great lover of the medical profession... I no longer hold that opinion... Doctors have almost unhinged us.... [with their] institutions for propagating sin. Men take less care of their bodies & immorality increases.”
In the Seminal book **Death by Medicine**, three MDs & one Ph.D., have documented that each year in the United States there are:

2.2 million adverse reactions
To Prescription Drugs & Vaccines. This alongside other medical measures cause approximately 784,000 deaths. This exceeds the respective death rates for Heart Disease & Cancer.
Bill Gates intends that every man, woman & child on Earth will be vaccinated with a Corona-Virus Vaccine. He’s constructing 7 new vaccine factories to help produce the 7 billion vaccine doses he claims is needed to end the COVID-19 pandemic.

In a TED presentation, he publically stated that world population is “...headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services [abortions], we lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” Based on the current world population 7.8 billion, a 10 to 15% reduction in the human population means 780 million to 1.17 billion less people.

He Warns: “COVID 19” is NOT the name of a virus, but rather of a depopulation program. DO NOT take the tests, as they don’t work. The vaccines being developed & promoted are a “Descent into HELL” as they aim to effect a massive reduction in the Human Population.

So is this somber forewarning a fact, speculation, or fiction?

There’s no need to find out the hard way.

https://www.awakeningchannel.com/post/cv19-is-a-program-of-mass-extermination-dr-warning
**BIG PHARMA – WINDFALLS UNDERWAY**

The U.S. Govt. has multiple agreements with giant drug companies for developing SARS-CoV-2 vaccines to the tune of $5.698 Billion dollars. Future trials, are unlikely to be allowed to fail. 150 vaccines are now under development.

- $1.95 billion with Pfizer & Germany’s BioNTech for 100-million doses
- $1.6-billion with Novavax for 100-million doses
- $1.2-billion for AstraZeneca’s vaccine
- $456-million for Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine
- $486-million for Moderna’s vaccine; and
- $6-million for Emergent Biosolutions’ vaccine.

The public is continually terrorized by sensationalized media reports about the Avian Flu virus, H5N1, SARS, BSE, hepatitis C, AIDS, & Ebola. However, this virus mayhem ignores very basic scientific facts: the existence, deadly effects & communicability of these agents have never been proven. This book steers the discussion back to real scientific debate. It puts medical experiments, clinical trials, statistics & government policies under the microscope. The authors cite dozens of highly renowned scientists & present approximately 1,100 pertinent scientific references.
**Virus Mania – Table of Contents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intro....</td>
<td>Society Under the Spell of a One-Dimensional Microbe Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 1</td>
<td>Medicine Presents a Distorted Picture of Microbes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 2</td>
<td>The Microbe Hunters Seize Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 3</td>
<td>AIDS: From Spare Tire to Multibillion-Dollar Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
<td>Hepatitis C: Toxins Such as Alcohol, Heroin, &amp; Prescription Drugs Suffice as Explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 5</td>
<td>BSE: The Epidemic That Never Was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 6</td>
<td>SARS: Hysteria on the Heels of AIDS and BSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 7</td>
<td>H5N1: Avian Flu &amp; Not a Glimmer of Proof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 8</td>
<td>Cervical Cancer &amp; Other Vaccinations: Policy vs. Evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peter Duesberg – Professor of Molecular & Cell Biology at UC Berkeley

“If Duesberg is right in what he says about AIDS, & we think he is, he documents one of the greatest science scandals of the century. AIDS is the first political disease, the disease that consumes more government research money, more press time, & indeed probably more heartache – much of it unnecessary – than any other....”

“Inventing the AIDS Virus has been edited by at least five editors, has been agonized over by the publishers of three major publishing firms, & concurrently praised & damned by countless critics.... In our tradition of presenting to the public provocative books, we are proud to be Peter Duesberg’s publisher.”
Referring to Peter Duesberg, Noble Laureate Kary Mullis, (inventor of the RT-PCR) states: “We have not been able to discover any good reason why most people on earth believe that AIDS is a disease caused by a virus called HIV. There is no scientific evidence demonstrating that this is true.”

“We have also not been able to discover why doctors prescribe a toxic drug call AZT (azidothymidine) to people who have no other complaint than the presence of antibodies to [presumed] HIV in their blood. In fact, we cannot understand why humans would take that drug for any reason. We cannot understand how all this madness came about...”
AZT: More Dangerous Than AIDS

AZT treatments killed millions of innate immune system T4 cells per patient, & was so fatally toxic it was abandoned as an earlier cancer drug. Resurrected for AIDS, it killed faster than AIDS left untreated. Speaking of those who tested “positive” for HIV (using the diagnostically useless PCR test) & who their doctors then put on AZT, Professor Duesberg warned: “These people are running into the gas chambers... Himmler would have been so happy if only the Jews were this cooperative.”
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